
The Power of Where
Geographic Information Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that in mind, This presentation is about “The Power of Where” And how Geographic Information Systems or GIS solves problems Maps define "The Power of Where"Using maps to solve problems is not a new one  As far back as 1854, maps  were used to help determine how and why that era's Cholera epedemic was spreading so rapidly by tracking cases on a map.Common problems cannot be solved without intervention and intervention is impossible without the visualization offered by ‘Maps’.  The mission of the Conservation Committee is to advise, assist and recommend to the Eldorado Community Improvement Association (ECIA) Board of Directors actions to protect the existing natural resources of the community and enhance these resources whenever possible, to provide recreational opportunities for the community in the use of these natural resources, and to offer a variety of opportunities for resource education.Develop and recommend policies to the ECIA which minimize impacts on and encourage good stewardship of the ecological, scenic, and historic features within the Preserve and GreenbeltsOnly maps can accurately point out what are are the most critical  areas, enabling us to know why those areas have been most affected, and what can be done to reduce their impact. GIS-based mapping does all that and more. Underlying patterns emerge using GIS to provide information about the best way to protect our natural resources that balance recreation with protecting ecological and historic cultural assets.



How Do We Think of Maps / Trails

• Map as a final product

• Trail maps  

• Kiosk / trailhead maps 

• Survey plat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read below:So how do we typically think of trail maps? Map as a final product – fit for use by a selected groupTrail maps  - are the portable version of that we fold up in our pocketsKiosk / trailhead maps – are those maps we see on the trails Survey plat – as legal document that often property boundaries, the use and limitations of the mapIn the case of physical maps, the “where” is more challenging, particularly when you want to know exactly where you are and where you want to go .



How Do We Think of Maps / Trails

• Wayfinding 
devices 

• Use for 
navigation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is estimated that over 77% of smart smartphone owners regularly use navigation apps. (https://www.g2.com/articles/gis-mapping)In the digital realm, geo referenced maps exist on almost every digital device we own, and they provide many more capabilities, like where we are are any given time, how to get to our destination, as well as how long it will take to get there, and the conditions we may find along the way.GIS mapping not only provides our navigation assistance but also transforms geographical data into digital maps that go further by helping users easily identify patterns, trends and relationships to solve problems. Whether it is in urban planning, environmental impact analysis, asset management  or through of the products we use that utilize geographical data.�
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Eldorado’s
Greenbelts and Bike Paths

To Santa Fe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Eldorado we use maps to show us the layout of our streets, and where to access to our green belts and bike paths.  But we are left to our own resources, to find where we are, and where we are going.  Our fundamental desire to know where things are, how to get there, or even what the weather is like when we get there… All these are joined today by a desire to understand where problems or needs exist  and compare alternatives to solving them.” (click)

mailto:info@themaplab.com


What is GIS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the ECIA   Community Preserve we provide kiosk style maps with waypoints to help the community better identify where they are where they want to go. But a deeper understanding of our place and situation would often help us make better decisions. Is the trail muddy the trail muddy?, How long will my hike take?(Change Slide) In a much broader sense, this is often referred to as called Spatial analysis in GIS Spatial analysis allows people  to solve complex location-oriented problems and better understand where and what is occurring in your world. It goes beyond mere mapping by providing statistical information to study the characteristics of places and the relationships between them. Spatial analysis lends new perspectives to the decision-making process that not only include where but when and why. By Using spatial analysis, you can combine information from many independent sources and derive new sets of information (results)



What is GIS

GIS is a set of tools for

• Collecting

• Storing

• Manipulating

• Retrieving

• Transforming and Display 
of Spatial Data from the 
Real World

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read Intro:Introduction: When we record inventories and issues on paper maps, it is a tedious process that  lacks the breadth and depth to observe and area area over a long period. What is really needed is a way to to record and store those observations. We also needed a table to store attributes about the data.Geographic information systems (GIS) let us interpret the data, helping to understand relationships, patterns, and trends. Viewing and analyzing the collected data geographically impacts our understanding of the world we live in.



● GPS (Global Positioning System) A global navigation satellite system providing location 
information (x,y,z) to collect spatial data.

● GIS (Geographic Information System) A computer platform used to collect, store, 
manipulate, analyze, manage, and present  data, which are spatially referenced to the 
Earth.

● Spatial data analysis Builds new perspectives to the decision-making by solve location 
problems by using math in maps. It blends geography with modern technology to 
measure, quantify, and understand our world.

● Geo referenced map / GEO Pdf:  Where the internal coordinate system of a digital map or 
aerial photo can be related to a ground system of geographic coordinates, so users can 
determine where every point on the map or aerial photo is located on the Earth's surface.

● What is a GPX file: a file format designed for the transfer of GPS data, including waypoints, 
routes, and tracks, between GPS devices and internet web services.

Useful Terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The terms in this slide are helpful to understand some of the basics of GIS



GIS Benefits

GIS Platform

Cost Savings & 
Efficiency

Better Decision 
Making 

Improved 
Communication

Better Record 
Keeping

Managing 
Geographically

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GIS is part of the Big Data revolution that allows analysis of huge datasets, and the extraction of information from the maximum number of possible sources using established procedures and  techniques. The result includes Better decision making, Improved Communication, Better Record Keeping, Graphic management, and the realization of cost reductions and deficiencies. Areas where geospatial technology has applied Big Data for enhanced analysis are everywhere and include:Climate modeling and analysisLocation analyticsRetail and E-commerceIntelligence gatheringTerrorist financingAviation industryDisease surveillanceDisaster responsePolitical campaigns and electionsBankingInsurance and Fraud analysis



GIS applications

• Hiking & recreational Map 
and navigation apps

• Commercial Mapping
• Infrastructure  management
• Environmental impact
• Agricultural
• Health and disease   
• Natural resource
• Insurance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GIS application include (Read List) (Click each bullet point)Online applications often provide for Community engagement thorough Crowdsource Apps where community members can report or submit problems or observations Crowdsourcing management tools that  allows users with organization to review problems submitted by usersAnd Crowdsourcing Polling where users to review problems or observations through a Reporter applicationGIS applications can analyze everything from customer sales to deforestation, and they are revealing information that has been hidden in their data, in many cases, for decades – enabling their organizations to understand trends and anticipate the future.



GIS System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A GIS system requires 4 components to function Hardware: Survey tools like GPS enabled devices, Laptops, data servers etcSoftware: GIS applications,  mobile device apps, etc  Data: Maps, Geo-spatial information, time stamped information etc  Condition reporting Users: Map Designers GIS application users,  surveyors, the community,    



Maps for design

• Wayfinding on/to a property

• Infrastructure locations  

• Understanding terrain 

• Understanding land cover  

• Slope analysis

• Soils analysis

• Erosion pathways

• Wildland fuels mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geo referenced digital maps come in all types and flavors to help preservation and recreation planners design the environment and the impact of any of their efforts.These include: (Read list)



Using numerical Data to visualize 

Single maps reveal a limited 
amount of data.  

Stacking layers, inspecting and 
interpreting model results helps 
solve complex location-oriented 
problems. 

The by product of that modeling 
can be used for predictive analysis, 
estimating the suitability and for 
further understanding of the 
geographic location.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Single maps reveal a limited amount of data.  Useful design involves more robust analysis. GIS mapping's greatest benefit is that it essentially does all the work for you. Most GIS software offers users a section to input all of the numerical data to display on a map. The corresponding map is updated in real time to reflect that data.The example here shows that the user is capable of toggling between data and the map, enabling the user to see how the data is being translated. In this example, the user has chosen to present data with bubbles to show world population by country.The process of stacking layers, inspecting and interpreting model results helps solve complex location-oriented problems. This information can be used for predictive analysis, estimating the suitability and for further understanding of the geographic location.



How spatial data and analysis reveals hidden trends

• GIS layered maps reveal 3D 
relationships between data 

• Date, location, and time

• Layers show how different 
variables interact and discover 
patterns

• They reveal changes, impacts, 
trends

• New questions often arise, that 
hadn’t though of before

• Decision trees and predictive 
modeling to forecast the future 
based on possible established 
variables 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDEWhen various layers are added to maps the ability to analyze a situation in a whole new way Whenever we look at a map, we inherently start turning that map into information by analyzing its contents—finding patterns, assessing trends, or making decisions. This process is called “spatial analysis,”  (Click)Using spatial analysis, you can combine information from many independent sources and layers to derive new sets of information (results). This comprehensive collection of spatial analysis tools extends our ability to answer complex spatial questions based on the date, location, and time. Statistical Analysis can identify patterns in events that might otherwise seem random or unconnected and can determine if the patterns that you see are significant.  Raise new questions, and create the means build predictive models based on established variables. (Change Slide) Spatial analysis lends new perspectives to your decision-making.Pattern detectionSpace-time analytics: Understand the immediate and long-term impact of your decisions. Integrate the temporal aspect of your data. se historic trends and additional information to uncover trends and patterns and make spatiotemporal forecasts. alongside the spatialPredictive analytics: Make accurate predictions using powerful statistical and machine learning methodMake accurate predictions using powerful statistical and machine learning method. Suitability modeling and location optimizationMake the right decisions. Use spatial tools and algorithms to find the best location, allocate resources effectively, meet demand, and minimize cost. Combine domain expertise and organizational practices to model suitability and optimize location decisions.  Terrain analysis: model and visualize the earth’s surface as digital 2D and 3D models to calculate slope and curvature, delineate watersheds, and compute visibility. Use results to perform analysis and support decision making for a variety of applications.  Statistical analyses can identify patterns in events that might otherwise seem random and unconnected



GIS for trail maintenance 
• Set goals – what is the vision 

what will the property support? 

• Clarify property boundaries / 
potential expansion 

• Define trails property features 

• Accurately map out design for 
revision and construction  

• Prioritize maintenance

• Provide trail conditions 
reporting

• Create historic data - trends

• Presentations to stake holders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Realm of trail maintenance alone,  GIS can be used to:READ SLIDEThe mission of the Conservation Committee is to advise, assist and recommend to the Eldorado Community Improvement Association (ECIA) Board of Directors actions to protect the existing natural resources of the community and enhance these resources whenever possible, to provide recreational opportunities for the community in the use of these natural resources, and to offer a variety of opportunities for resource education.Develop and recommend policies to the ECIA which minimize impacts on and encourage good stewardship of the ecological, scenic, and historic features within the Preserve and Greenbelts.GIS does this better than anything else.A more robust deployment of GIS capabilities can hep prepare detailed recommendations, including specifications, for the implementation of work required to maintain and improve the Community Preserve and Greenbelts, and then present those recommendation to the ECIA Board, General Manager and members for review and approval using Story maps to make a complex story easier to understand..



Life cycle of a Trail Map 

Map as  
Stakeholder 

Collaboration Tool Map as 
Planning Tool 

Map as 
Conceptual Tool

Map as 
Field Survey Tool

Map as
Data Collection 

Tool

Map as 
Feedback Tool

Map as 
Revision Tool

Map as  
Construction Tool

Map as 
Presentation Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the life cycle of a trail map GIS plays a role in every stage of that process



How can we adapt this technology for ECIA? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read Below:Many people believe GIS is too expensive or sophisticated and difficult to use, but that is not true any longer. GIS is becoming increasingly available  through the move from the desktop to web and cloud-based computing. Any organization can leverage GIS to support and guide its organization. When you know what places need protection, you can create strategic  plans that invite partnerships, inspire and engage communities, and produce lasting impacts.  Maps tell stories and people respond to stories. If you want to make an impact, you must tell stories that are relatable and spark people to action. To do that one needs to create maps that tell compelling stories to stakeholders and the public. GIS  to  analyze THE ECIA greenbelt and preserve system’s equity and access, and show the benefits of these assets and any improvements.Map, model, and analyze land characteristics to enhance biodiversity, connectivity, and climate resilienceUse maps and data to gain insights for stakeholder support, program initiatives, policy, advocacy, finances, outreach. Many of these tasks can be accomplished  with the help of GIS professionals for the recurring use of the ECIA



How can we adopt this technology for ECIA? 

• Use existing mobile 
applications 

• Create geo-referenced map

• Leverage Internal coordinate 
system to share map data 
related to ground 
coordinates

• Use maps to tell a story to 
stakeholders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GIS has the promise of providing is a deep well of information and resources which may be beyond what we are ready for or where we want to go.Having said that there are some simple ways to take advantage of the power of GIS with existing mobile applications create geo referenced maps for use online and in the filed. These maps use an internal coordinate system from a digital map or aerial photo that can be related to a ground system of geographic coordinates. In almost all these apps, such as All Trails, users can determine where every point on the map or aerial photo is located on our property. These applications can then be used to help tell a story to key stake holders to solve on-going issues.  (change slide) 



Existing technologies that leverage GIS? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These Mobile devices record data on the device in format most typically in a format called GPX file: a file format designed for the transfer of GPS data, including waypoints, routes, and tracks, between GPS devices and internet web services. Today. GPS hand-held devices and those in our phone, tablets are typically accurate to within 10’ and 30’. With our non-existent tree canopy and low weather interference, our GPS accuracy is significantly higher than in other areas of the country.   This margin of error is probably within acceptable levels for most of our work..



What is GIS

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crowd sourcing as a function of GIS can be used to collect data from members of the community to provide more information about an area and issue that may be occurring on the site.  AllTrails uses crowd sourcing in a social media extension of their app to collect and and distribute information about the trails, their condition and access points through a social media extension of their platform.    This screen grab from the ECIA 401 trail head in AllTrails, represents every publicly available tracks that users have taken starting at the 401 trailhead. Each of those over 200 points is a user map of a person’s hike along our trail system, and AllTrails is not the only application where these tracks exist. Even without a designated searchable trail head location, our trails are identified in some form or other on almost every outdoor hiking, hunting, running, biking and navigation applications out there, and through those apps they control the story of our preserve.



Geo- referenced maps

Avenza Maps for non Profits

• Discounted pricing 

• Import maps/Geo spatial 
PDF files

• Collect and manage data 

• Create Geofencing for 
notifications when people 
enter and leave 

• Share map data 

• Technical support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can we take back some of that control and better own narrative?The creation of a ECIA Geo Referenced map that designates the property boundaries and approved trails could be created  for the public or ECIA use to create a record of and manage the maintenance and condition of our trail system. If incorporated into a ECIA GIS database a history of these records could be stored for statistical analysis with other map data.Galisteo preserve makes their GEO Referenced PDF available to the public,  so people can use mapping tools to provide continuous location, record GPS tracks, add placemarks, add photos and more.Like many of the hiking apps, Avenza Maps mapping tools are handy for planning a route as well as documenting what you saw while you were there. Mark places of interest, attach photographs, and even add additional information to places marked on the map. You can record your route with GPS tracking  information, so you know where you've been and see profiles of your speed and elevation change during your journey. Unlike other apps, Avenza allows users to upload their own maps onto a device to use in the field.When away from network coverage, maps can be used completely offline, only relying on GPS to precisely locate oneself and to collect points of data in the field. Create custom field collection schemas to take inventory of forested areas, vegetation, and other important points of interest. The app allows you to export data and upload it to your own network or a cloud storage solution.Unlike All Trails, you can upload your own Geo referenced PDF maps and export the data for use in a cloud-based GIS solution. 

https://www.avenzamaps.com/commercial-usage/non-profits.html
https://www.avenzamaps.com/commercial-usage/subscription.html
https://www.avenzamaps.com/commercial-usage/non-profits.html


GIS based maps with boundary line overlay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On our Greenbelt, we have been faced with making decisions on a a common are a property that is surrounded by the private property of  our residents and the railroad. Without an easy way to determine property boundaries it becomes a much more cumbersome task to do work on the preserve without having a clear idea where the common are ends and private property begins. I Geo-refereneced map that includes a layer of property boundaries would likely make work on the greenbelt  much easier.



GIS based maps with boundary lines

Eldorado’s Property Lines
Greenbelts and Bike Paths

To Santa Fe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map was taken from the hunting app OnX for hunting. It already shows all the private and ECIA property lines and property owners. A similar map to this  could be created as a resource for the ECIA or for the ECIA community in general.Today,  GPS hand-held devices and those in our phone, tablets are typically accurate to within 10’ and 30’. With our non-existent tree canopy and low weather interference, our GPS accuracy is significantly higher than in other areas of the country.   For decisions needed for management of fire mitigation the removal of fuel sources on the green belts, a map like this could make the determination of what is on common property and what is on Private property much simpler.   



GIS for maps for presentations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, Maps are a key tool in the making cogent arguments for community members and  stake holders through online interactive maps.



GIS Story maps for presentations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Esri’s Story Maps to provide real information to stake holder and the community through the power of maps 



Esri Non-profit and conservancy Program

Esri Conservation program

• Discounted pricing 

• Donates dozens of different 
kinds of software

• Donates training courses

• Donates spatial data

• Supports mapping groups 
devoted to serving non-
profits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More advanced GIS software and solutions exist to help realize the true potential of GIS. These solutions can be purchased or leveraged through a GIS specialist to create custom mapsEsri  donate dozens of different kinds of Esri GIS software.�- We donate dozens of types of training courses at many locations around the world�- We donate spatial data produced by Esri and othersThey support mapping groups devoted to serving the nonprofit community so that they don't have to build their own GIS lab just to get a few simple analyses or maps done for a strategic plan, a hearing, a court case, an education campaign. The mapping services centers we have helped build have been responsible for helping hundreds of nonprofit groups benefit from the best conservation science and mapping.

https://www.conservationgis.org/ecpstory/aboutecp.html
https://www.esri.com/en-us/industries/sustainability/conservation/conservation-application


Re3ference

• Create map as compelling 
stories

• Analyze park system access 
and benefits

• Map, model, analyze 
biodiversity, connectivity, 

• Maps to create  insights 
program initiatives, policy, 
outreach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The content of this presentation is the result of two months of research on topic and is a compilation of of information collected online from various sources and in particular from Breece Robertson the recent author of the book Protecting the Places we Love. Breece is a Santa Fe resident just up the road from Eldorado  and is a GIS specialist and luminary working for the Trust for Public Land and her new book.  If you are interested in learning more about how GIS can be used to solve problems in our entrusted land spaces, I highly recommend this book. It is currently available for download on Amazon and will be available in print starting in July.   �



Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�In conclusion, when looking for solutions to the problems we encounter on our greenbelt and the Eldorado Preserve needs, GIS has the capabilities to manage these properties with greater efficiency and effectiveness. And with that I leave you with this last thought I found on the internet. (click) Geology Rocks, but Geography is where it is at. 
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